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30 days to improve your time level and health and wellness.I don't believe in diets, and I am not likely to tell you to give
up everything you like to eat-just things that can kill you before your time,"Ted Broer says, "no matter how you
experience today!"." God created the body to operate at optimum energy and efficency levels, but these amounts vary
regarding to your life style and by what you take in and drink each day.Living healthier is approximately more than
getting training and taking vitamins. Ted Broer addresses a variety of life style essentials, including pure water, natural
fiber, antioxidants, essential fats, sleeping habits, deep breathing, sunshine and fresh air, and learning how exactly to
relax.Optimum Energy is approximately following ten strategies, discovering healthy solutions, and experiencing more
energy than previously!.It really is amazing to see just what a difference just a couple of quality choices could make.
says Broer.
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Three Stars Interesting reading nonetheless it was too long ago I read it therefore i don't keep in mind enough to
comment. After reading his book, I experienced I finally understood WHY physiologically glucose is harmful, the benefits
of essential fat, etc. Easy to read and put into make use of. He didn't appear current on coconut essential oil and similar
fats, but that may be more a factor of the book's age (c 1999) rather than his lack of knowledge. There did not appear
to be anything in the written text describing why and whether small amounts of espresso were detrimental, and I was
interested in this, because I've read about studies that indicate benefits of low dosing. white stance on particular topics.
For example, he recommends full abstinence from alcoholic beverages and coffee, seemingly on the only real basis that
they are both addictive substances. For folks like myself, who've been enjoying a one sit down elsewhere daily for a long
time, or a few cups of wines without ever expanding beyond that, this seems an unnecessarily severe position to take,
based on the fear of addiction. I was also somewhat defer by his very dark & He is also a devout Christian which simple
truth is infused throughout his writing; so if you have trouble with it, just don't read the reserve and conserve the rant.
Very informative Great book. Also I have to question how people were guided to the perfect foods hundreds of years
before we had the technology to verify that.Great program. I strongly recommend this book. In case you are mostly of
the who still thinks your government has your best interests at heart, you will begin to abandon that notion after reading
these chapters. It is frankly terrifying. Personally i think substantially educated after this read, and it was stimulating
and relevant completely. You will learn so much from this book. Is practical and is even more concise and organied and
not wandering in it's commentary. Good info and an excellent read.Broer This book was recommended, and the topic
matter is helpful. Good book to greatly help your journey Dr. A Lot of Great Information Description of publication was
accurate. The publication was an abundance of information in a subject I am very thinking about. A lot of details onthe
things we do this hurts our health and wellness and ways to change it out. I like it a whole lot. Excellent read This book
is crucial have especially for anyone who has problems with food items. Five Stars Good Maximum Energy Revised This
was the better of most of Ted Broer's books. My favorite (and most disturbing) chapters were those on Aspartame and
Flouride.Chockfull of Facts about Nutrition and Health I love the truth that Broer is degreed in chemistry and biology
(and several additional disciplines), and describes beneficial and detrimental results at the cellular level. Maximum
Energy by T. Ted gives it straight and a couple of chasers. Great book. I am not spiritual, but it didn't particularly bother
me, in fact, I learned something interesting: many foods promoted in the Bible already have relevance to our diets today,
and the foods which were either condemned or embraced result in have very compelling reasons for being so. Very
informative! Good book. Great service Good book.There is a ton of study squeezed between these pages. Dr Ted in on
track and present very sound suggestions on health. Dr Ted in on the right track and present very sound assistance on
health.
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